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1. Take a sheet of Whisper White cardstock and cut in half, creating two A5 sheets. One of 
these becomes your card base. 

2. Take your card base and fold in half.  
3. Cut a piece of Pool Party cardstock, measuring 10cm X 14¼cm. Adhere this to the centre of 

the card front. 
4. Take out your Sweet Sorbet Designer Series Paper and select four different patterns from 

the pack (excluding the striped pattern, as we will use this in the centre of the card).  
5. Cut two pieces from each pattern –each piece measuring 3¼cm square. Adhere these 

pieces to the card front, positioning along the top and bottom edges of the Pool Party panel, 
so that the patterns are not aligned with each other (as shown in image above). 

6. Take the striped pattern paper from the Sweet Sorbet DSP pack and cut a piece measuring 
2½cm X 13½cm. Adhere this across the centre of the card front, as shown in image above. 

7. Cut a piece of Whisper White cardstock, measuring 2¾cm X 7½cm. Select a sentiment 
stamp (I used the “Simply Celebrate” stamp set) and ink up with Basic Black ink. Stamp into 
the centre of this Whisper White cardstock strip. 

8. Take the Curly Label punch and slide the Whisper White cardstock strip into it through the 
window in the bottom of the punch, so that just the right edge of the strip is inserted and will 
be cut. Punch down. Repeat this step with the left edge of the strip, so that you are left with 
the frame shape as shown in the image above. Set this aside for one moment, while you 
complete step 9. 

9. Take a tiny flower punch (I used the flower image from the Itty Bitty Shapes Punch Pack) 
and punch out a flower from Crisp Canteloupe cardstock. Adhere this at the bottom right of 
the sentiment strip. Take a small basic rhinestone and adhere to the centre of the flower. 

10. Adhere the sentiment strip to the bottom right of the card front using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 
 
Your card is complete! 
 


